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C~i.~PT]~R. ~ e IloT~R.OD V ~~1®1 7 
In the numerical solution of a system of partial differential equations, such as 
those describing the phenomena of fluid flow or heat transfer, there is a need for 
the accurate representation of b~~undary conditions. This representation can be ac-
complished when the boundary is coincident with sortie coordinate line [1] . If this 
is the case, the boundary can be made to pass through points on a finite difference 
grid, and through control volurr_ie faces on a finite volume grid, This allows finite 
difference expressions, or finite volume expressions, at the boundary to be computed 
only at grid points at the intersection of coordinate lines, and eliminates the need for 
interpolation between grid points and control volume faces. 
A well—constructed grid then is necessary to produce satisfactory results and can 
be effective in reducing the number of computations needed to obtain a converged 
solution to the system of partial differential equations [2] . Shown in Figure 1.1 
are what may be considered ill—conceived grid choices for a particular boundary. 
Figure 1.1 a shows an object with a curved boundary in a Cartesian grid. because 
boundary values would have to be interpolated from the surrounding grid points, this 
arrangement may considerably cc►mplicate the solution procedure. One remedy for 
this problem might be to ex~rl.ploy a body-fitted coordinate system. ~-Iowever, as seen 
in Figure l.lb, this grid w®uld be unacceptable if another boundary which is not 
a) 
~~ 
b 
Figure l.le Grid choices vvhic:h may be unsuitable for a particular boundary 
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coincident with some coordinate line is to be included in the solution. It is therefore 
necessary, for many problems, to have available a method for the construction of 
a grid which accurately represe~zts any number of irregularly shaped boundaries, as 
well as a method for the solution of the partial difrerential equations that govern the 
fluid flow on the resulting grid. 
rI'he present analysis assur~les that a method for the generation of a general 
orthogonal grid is known, and will concentrate instead on the solution of a system 
of partial differential equations, given a grid which is well-suited to the particular 
problem at hand. One such algo~~ithm for the generation of an orthogonal grid is the 
"covariant" method of R,yskin and Leal [3], which is the technique used in the present 
ana ys~s. 
The choice of an orthogonal grid is made for several reasons. In a structured grid 
environment, it is well known that the accuracy of the solution of partial differential 
equations is strongly dependent on the quality of the computational mesh used. Grid 
orthogonality is a measure of the grid's quality, and dictates the outcome of the 
numerlca proce ureo 
Orthogonal curvilinear coordinate systems simplify the governing equations sig-
nificantly in comparison to non-o►rthogonal coordinates in addition to increasing so-
lution accuracy. Greater ease and accuracy in the representation of boundary condi-
tions, significantly lower discretization error, and more compact difference equations 
have also been noted by otl:~er aul;hors. 
Orthogonal coordinate systems are advantageous when applied to a "patched" 
grid solution procedure, in which the computational domain is divided into a number 
of subdomains, each containing a ;separate, distinct grid, These subdomains are then 
4 
solved separately and 6` p,atched" together at comrrlon boundaries. An orthogonal 
mesh provides for a more accurate and less complicated calculation of the fluxes 
across these common boundaries. orthogonal grids also make the implementation of 
turbulence models more reliable, since information along perpendicular directions is 
usually required in such models. 
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CHAPTE~t. 2. G~OVE]ft.NING EQUATIONS AND ~OLUTIOI~ 
PROCEDURE 
To numerically solve a set of differential equations governing fluid flow, the equa-
tions must first be discretizede The purpose of this chapter is t0 present the governing 
differential equations t0 be solved, and to describe the discretization of these equa~ 
Lions and the procedure used in 1,heir solution. 
Ga►verning Equati®~~ 
The present analysis involves the solution Of the three-dimensional, steady, lam-
inar, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in a general orthogonal coordinate sys-
tem. These equations can ~►e written as follows: 
continuity equation: 
1  a
~h2JasPui) +  a (1~i~sPua) -I-  ~ (h~haPu3)1 = 0 ~,~2~3 [axl axe ax3 
x1 Inomenttlm egL1at10I1: 
~  a rz2t~3 aul a hl h3 aul 
h~hsPu~u~ — - l~ + h~lisPu2u~ µ hl h2h3 [axl ( hl axl c~x2 h2 ax2
+~ a 3 ~h-~haPu3u1 
hh32µax3~J 
(2.1) 
nu~u~ ah~ puiu3 ahl
~~~2 ax2 - ~r~3 ax3
+ 1 a ~  f~ua  ahl µus o~1~i s  1 a µu2 a1~2
axl h1tc2 axz + h1k3 ax3) h2 ax2 h h ax Ci a 1 h 1 
1 ap p~u2u2 o~h2 pu3u3 ah3 -- -- 
h ax -~- -- — -I-1 1 h1h2 axl h1h3 Q~x1
1 p ~u3  phi - ____~ 
h3 px3 h1h3 px1
1 ~ ~u3 ahl ~ au2 u  ate •_ -- - ~ 1 2 _  ~ u 3  ph2 O~h2 
h1h2 hlh3 ax3 h2 ax2 h1 h2 ax h h 1 2 3 px3 px1
1  ~ ~u2 ai l ~ ~u3 /~ui  a1~s ~uuz  a1~s ah3
+ ~l~s ~i1i~ axe h3 axs hl h3 a~i h2 h3 axe ) axl
1  ~ ~ au2 ~u1  e~h~ ahi 1 ~C au3 µui  a1~i ahl
+ ~1~2 hl axl hlh2 ~~x2/ axa + h~1is h ax h C 1 i i hs ax ax 3) 3 
1 ~u2 i~h2 ah3
h2~L3 (~L1 h2 aw l ) ax 2
x2 momen um equation: 
1 
h2 h3 C,~u3  a~3 ah2~1~3 axl) ax3
~  a h2 ~3 au2 a P h1~3~ au2
1~ilia~s axl (ha~sPu:~ua hl f ax + ax ~ih3 u2uz i~ z h x 2 a 2) 
a 
'~x3 
hi~2 au2
,h1h2pusu2 
1~3 ~ ax3
1 ap ~ pul ul ahi + pu3u3 ah3 pu2u1 aj~2 pu2u3 a~2
h2 axz hlhz ~3x a 1~a~s axa h1h2 axe hates ~x3
1  a  ~  ~u1  a~a + ~'u3 (~h2 1 C~ Elul C~hl 
h2 ax2 ) — C h1 ha axl h, h3 ax3 hl axl h, h2 ax2 2 ~ 1 1 1 
1 
h1h2
1 
h2h3
l~us  ~1ia 
h2h3 ~x3
Cµu1  c~h2~e l h2 ~xl
~ au1 I~u2  phi 
h1 ax1 h1h2 px2
~ au3 ~ul  ah3 
h3 px3 
~ 
h 1h3 ax l
1 ~ pu1 ~"Gu2  ah,2 ah2 1 ~'    --- -   ~'  
h1h2 h2 ax2 h1h2 ax l axl h2 h3
~ ,~Z11  ahl ah3 1 
1 h3 h1h2 px2 px1 h1 h h 3
1 c~ ~ ~uu3 a~3
h3 ax3 h2 h3 axa
f~us  a~i 1 Ohl 
h1h3 c~x3~ ~x2
~u2  a~3 ah3
~2~3 ax2 axe
/~ C~u3 /,1262 CJ~tl2 C~tl2 
~LZ C~x2 Il2Il3 C7x3) C7x3 
~u3 ajlg ~~21 
hah3 axe ) (~x3 
(2.2) 
(2e3) 
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x3 momentum equation° 
1  a 
h~hah3 axl
h2~~P~1u3 _ 1~ahs au31 a h1h3 au3
~i ~ axi J + ax2 (~1 h3Pu2u3 — ~2 ~ ax a~ 
a '
h — 
h1 h2 01u3
1 h2P~3~3  ~(.~ 0`x3 
h3 ~x3 
— 
~ 
1 ~p PZl;1u1 ~J~'z1 pu2u2 ah2 u3u  ate ~ u 
h3 ~x3 h_[ h3 ~a;3 h2h3 o~x3 h h ~x h 1 3 1 2h3 Ox~ 
l a 
h3 O`ix3
~cu1 ahs + ~cu2 ah3 _ 1 a µu1 ahl
h~hs c~xl h2 h3 ax2 ~ h~ axe 1~~hs ox C 3 
1  ~ ,~u2  ah3 u aul ,~u2 ahl
+ hlh3 h2h3 axe -- ~1 axl — ~1~2 axe
  1  µ u1  ~ h3 µ au2  dui a~12 
+ hzhs ~1~ih3 oxl h2 ~x2 ~ hl h2 axl
1 a ~ µu2 ~h2
h2 ax2 h2 h3 ox3/ 
µus  ahi ail
hl h3 ax3 ax3
µu3 ah2 ~ c3h2
h2 h3 3x3 ax3
1  ~ ~ au~ ~u3  a~3 a~3 ~ ,~ au2 ,~u3  a~3 a~3
+ ~ihs hs axs ~~1is ~3x~) axl + hates hs ax h Ia ax C s a s z ax 2 
h 
1  ~  {~ui  G~hi 1 ah2
jl2 Itil2g pxgl axi
1  ~  µu2  ah2 ahl
h~hz h2~3l~x3~ axe (2.4) 
where xi, hi, and u2 are the curvilinear coordinate the scale facto ' , r, and the velocity 
component in the i direction, respectively. The derivation of these e uations c q an be 
found in Appendix A. 
solution Procedure 
The method used to solve the governing e uations is the SIlVIP '-q LER (,~eml 
Implicit 1Vlethod for Pressure-Linked Equations Devised al orithrn 9 ) g ,developed by 
Patankar [4]. This method uses ~~ finite-volume a roach and soly ' PP es the governing 
equations, which are non-linear, for the prirxlitive variables u u and ' p~ 1, 2, u3, in an 
iterative manner. The SIM]PLEFd, algorithm is described in detail in Reference [4]. 
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Therefore, the present analysis will present only a brief overview of this method, and 
will address only the details that arise in the implementation of this algorithm in a 
general orthogonal coordinate s~~stem. 
I~®main discretizati®n 
In the present analysis, the computational domain is divided into a number 
of control volumes, with grid points at the center of each control volume. Shown in 
Figure 2.1 are two plane sections of the orthogonal grid, indicating various parameters 
in each of the three coordinate directions. Surrounding point P is a typical control 
volume. Scalar properties of the flowfield, such as pressure, density, and viscosity, 
are associated with this point at the control volume center. Velocity components, 
however, are "staggered" with respect to the control volume center, in that the three 
velocity components are computed at the control volume faces in their respective 
coordinate directions withi~~ staggered control volumes. Control volumes for each of 
the velocity components can be seen in Figure 2.2. 
In order to implement the SIMPLER. algorithm, various geometrical parameters 
of the orthogonal grid, such as <~,rc lengths, cell areas, and cell volumes, must be 
determined. These parameters are functions of scale factors, which are defined by 
the following equationo 
or 
2 ~ an hm =_ 
aim
ax  ~ ~~  ~ a~ 
z a  2
+ (ax~ +
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
where the subscript m may be 1, 2, or 3 [5] . For example, the area of the control 
9 
~ 1 _ x 3 plane 
Figure 2e 1: General orthogonal grid Frith staggered velocities 
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~~ 
e3
~1-~3 Plane 
Figure 202: Control volumes for: a} u1 , b} u2 ,and c} u3 velocities 
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volume around point P in the xl—x2 plane in Figure 2.1 is approximated as 
AP = (hl h2)P (~x10x2)P (2.7) 
where scale factors at grid points such as P are found by a second-order central- 
difference representation fair unequal grid spacing [2, pp. 54-55]. 
Di~cretization of the g~~neric governing equation 
To solve the governing differential equations, they must first be rewritten in 
a discretized form. This section illustrates how a generic governing equation for 
a general dependent variable ~ can be discretized. Later sections will apply this 
discretization to the continuity and momentum equations. 
A steady convection diffusion equation for a general variable ~, written in di-
vergence form is: 
where p is the density, ~ is the viscosity, ~ is the velocity vector, and S is the source 
term. The left hand side of Equation 2.8 represents the convection of ~, while the 
diffusion of ~ is represented by the first term on the right hand side of the equation. 
By using divergence alzd gradient operations in a general orthogonal coordinate 
system, Equation 2.8 is e~:panded to obtain the following conservation form of the 
equation: 
hahsP~~l~ 
~  a 
hl h2 h3 ~xl
h2 h3 
h ~ 1 
1 3  
axl + a 2 
h~hsPua~ hh2 µ x2
-I-~ 3 ~hihaPu3~ h~3 2 ~`a ~  ~J S
(2.9) 
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or 
Where 
1  aJ~l aJ~2 aJ~3 --   ~.  +  s 
h1h2 h3 axl ax2 a~3 
J~1
~~2 
hzhsPu~~ h2h3µ a~ 
hl axl
~1h3 a~ = h~ ~sPu2 ~ h2 µ ax2
h1h2 a~ 
= h1h2Pu3~  ~ h3 a~3 
Integrating Equation 2.10 over the control volume in Figure 2.1 gives 
't n r°e 1 
aJ~l 
-~-
Wh1Ch Can ~3e reWrlttell aS 
J~a 
b s w ~21h2h3 a l 
t n e 1 a~~2
b s w h1h2h3 ax2 ~fTyfe 1 aJ~3
b s w h1h2h3 ax3 
t n e 
~` h1h2 h3 dxld~2d~3
h1h2 h3 dx1 d~2dx3 
h~ h2 h3 dx1 d~2dx3
h1h2 h3 dxldx2d~3 
(Je — Jw) -f- (Jn — JS) + (Jt — ~b~ _ ~ ,S~C ~ Sp~P) (h1h2 h3 ~xl ~x2 ~x3)P
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
Where Je, ~w, fin, Js, Jt, and ~b are the integrated total fluxes over the control volume 
faces and are given by 
Je ~` (~xl )e (®~2 ®~3)e 
~w 
~n — ~J~2)~ ~Oxl Ox3)n
~s — L~~2 }s (~x1 ®~3} s
Jt = ~J~3)t ~Oxl Ox2)t 
Jb = ~Jxs~b lOxl ~x2~6 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2e19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
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and where the source terrri S is shown in a linearized form. 
If the continuity equation is integrated in a similar manner, the following equa-
tion will be obtained: 
(F~—Fw)-{-(Fn —FS)+(Ft —F6)=0 (2.22) 
where 
~~e = ~P2ll ~ e ~~12j13 0x2 Ox3~e
F'.~ _ ~~J2ll~ w ~~t2tlg ~x2 ~x3~ w
f' n = ~P2~2)n (hl h3 ~xl Oxg)~, 
~ S = ~~J212~ s ~ttl~t3 0x1 Ox3~s
~'t = (pu3~ t (hl h2 ~xl Ox2 ~ t
~6 = ~p2lg~y ~~11j22 ~xl Ox2~b 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2,28) 
If Equation 2.22 is now multiplied by ~P, and subtracted from Equation 2015, 
the following equation results: 
(<Je — Fe ~P) + (J,,, — Fu, ~P) ~' (Jn — Fn ~P ) 
+ ~JS _ FS~P) + (Jt — Ft~P~ ~ ~Jy — Fb~P) 
_ (,S'c ~ SP~p) (hlhzh3 0x1 0x2 Ox3)P (2.29) 
By employing the method used in chapter 5 of I~,eference [4], and assurriing uniformity 
of fluxes over a control volurneface, aone-dimensional practice is used to rewrite the 
three-dimensional equation with the following substitutions: 
~~e ~ ~'e~P~ = aE ~~P — ~E~ (2,30) 
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~Jw — F'w~P~ 
~Jn — ~'n~P~ 
(JS — ~'s~P) 
(Jt — F't~P) 
~Jb — Fb~P~ 
ate' ~~W — ~P) 
a1V ~~P ~ ~N~ 
as ~~S — ~P~ 
a7' ~ ~P — ~T J 
aB ~~B — 4'P~ 
~Tpon rearrangement, the final discretized equation becomes 
where 
ap(~p = aE~.~ + aW~W + aN~N `~ aS~S + ~T~T ~ aB~B ~' b 
aE
a y~ 
aN 
as 
aT 
a$
b 
ap 
anb~nb ~" b 
= DeA~~Pe~) + Q— Fe9~~ 
= Db~~lP6l~ ~ ~~b9 0D 
= Sc h1 h2 ~3 ~x~ ®x2 ~x3
= aE~avV~ -~aN~aS~aT~aB — ►Sp hi h2 h3 ~x1 ~x2 0x3
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
(2.44) 
In the above equations, the subscript nb indicates neighboring grid points, the symbol 
Q ~ denotes the maximum of the included quantities9 and the term b is the constant 
portion of the discretized source term. ~'P ~~ is the integrated coefficient of the 
dependent variable ~ in the discretized source term that results from the linearization 
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of the source term. The ~' terms, which indicate the strength of the convections (or 
convective fluxes), are defined as before in Equations 2.23-2.28. The D terrris, or 
difrusion conductances, are defined as 
D~ = ( µe \ (h2 h3 0x2 Ox3)e (2.45) 
l~lsxlle 
D~ _ ~ w (h2 h3 0x2 ~x3) w (2.46) 
(h1Sxl~w 
D7z =  ~n (hl h3 0x1 ~x3)~, (2.47) 
(h2Sx2)~ 
D,S =  ~S (hl h3 0x1 Ox3)S (2e48) 
(h2Sx2)S 
Dt =  µt (hl h2 ~xi Ox2)t (2.49) ~~3sx3~t 
D6 =  µb ~ttytl2 ~xl Ox2~6 ~2.J~~ 
C ~L3sx3~6 
and the term P, which is called the Peclet number (or grid Reynolds number), is 
the ratio of the strength of conviction to diffusion and is defined as P - F~D. The 
function A(~P~), which is defined as 
is the conventional power-1,a~v scheme [4, pp. 90-91,102] and represents a curve fit to 
the exact solution of the steady, one-dimensional convection~difrusion equation with 
no source terms . 
I~iscretized n~®rr~enturx~ equati®ns 
If this process to discreti~e the general governing equation is applied to the ~1
momenturxl equation over the u1 control volume in Figure 2.2, the resulting discreti~ed 
equation can be written as 
ae~14 = , anbul n b ~" b~l ~' (pP — pE)Ae (2052) 
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where bul is as defined in Equatic►n 2.43, with the exception that the pressure gradient 
term is not included in the discretized source term. This is done as a matter of 
convenience, as the pressure field must ultimately be calculated separately. The 
x2 and x3 momentum equations are handled in a similar fashion, resulting in the 
following discretized equatonsa 
_ o ) 
~~ 2L 2n — Clnb~2nb -¢- "u2 -~- (L'P — ~1V ~rt 
~t u ~~ _ ~ anbu3nb ~' bu3 ~ (pP — pT At 
(2.53) 
(2.54) 
.These momentum equations can only be solved if the pressure field is known. If 
a guessed pressure field, denoted as p*, is used to solve the momenturri equations, the 
resulting velocity field will not satisfy the continuity equation. Thus, the solution of 
the equations 
aeu~~ _ ~, ~nbu1nb ~" bul ~' (pp — pE}~e 
a n~2n — anb~2nb ~ bu2 ~ (~P — pjV )An 
~t~3i = ~ ~nb~3~.b ~" bu3 + (pP ' pT )~t 
will result in the incorrect velocities u1, u2, and a~3. 
Discretized pressure egL~ation and pressure correction equation 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
(2.57) 
In order to improve the guessed pressure p* so that the resulting starred velocity 
field will become closer to satisfying the continuity equation with each iteration, the 
pressure and velocity components are corrected as: 
p 
= 
p* 
~ 
p~ 
~1 
(2.58) 
= ui ~-- ui (2.59) 
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ZL 2 — u 2 -~- 2,G 2
2L 3 = ZG 3 -}- 2L 3
(2.60) 
(2.61) 
where the primed quantities are the respective corrections to the incorrect starred 
values. 
I~Tow consider only the ~1 momentum equation. If Equation 2.55 is subtracted 
from Equation 2.52, the following equation is obtained: 
aeul~ _ ~ anbu l nb ~ (pP 
e 
pE)Ae 
IOTeglecting the term withi~a. the s~~xmmation sign, the above equation becomes: 
or 
where 
~e~1e 
~ 
(~P ~E)~e 
u 1 e — ~e (~P — ~E ) 
_ A e
~e = 
ae
(2.62) 
(2.63) 
(2.64) 
(2.65) 
Equation 2.64, along with the analogous equations for the x2 and ~3 momentum 
equations, can be used to rewrite Equations 2.59-2.61 as 
~1e = 
~2n = 
?.L3t
u l e -~- ~e(~P 
~ 
~E) (2.66) 
u2n -+- dn(pP pN) (2.67) 
u3~ ~+" dt (pP 
e p~) (2.68) 
to yield the velocity correction equations. 
~y manipulating the continuity equation, a ~ discretized equation for p' can be 
found. If the velocity terrris in the integrated continuity equation, Equation 2.22, are 
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replaced by the velocity cc►rrecti~on equations, Equations 2. fib-2.68, and rearranged, 
the discretized equation for pressure correction is obtained as: 
yvhere 
a P p~ = a EpE _.~ a w pW -~- a ~ p'N -~- asp's -{- a T p'T -¢- a B pB -}- bp, 
a E 
aW
a 
a s 
aT 
a 
= p eCle (h2h3 ®~2 ®~3)e
= pwd2u (h2h3 ~x2  ®~3}w
_ ~1ndn ~~tl ~lg 0x1 ~xg ~ n
= psds (hl h3 ~xl Ox3)S
= ptdt (hi h2 0x1 Ox2)t
= PbC~b ~~tlh2 0 x1 Ox2~b 
ap = aE~~~aW~- aN~aS+aT+aE 
bp' _ ~~Pu h2 h3 ~x2 Ox3)w — (pui h2 h3 0x2 ~x3~e~ 
-}-~ C(Pu~ hlh3 ®~~ ~~3}S — (pu2 hlh3 ®mil ®~3)n~ 
-}- [(Pu3 hl h2 0x1 x2)6 — (pu3 h1 h2 0x1 ~x2)t] 
(2.69) 
~2.70~ 
~2.7~) 
(2.72) 
(2.73) 
(2.74) 
(2.75) 
(2.76) 
Notice that the right hand side of the source term equation is the negative of the 
left hand side of the discretized continuity equation evaluated in terms of the starred 
velocities. Therefore, if bpi is zero, the starred velocities satisfy the continuity equation 
(and are, in fact, the correct velocities), and no pressure correction is needed. 
In order to obtain a discretized equation that can be solved to obtain the pressure 
field, first rewrite the discretized ~l momentum equation as follovcrs: 
ale =ule~-de 
~~—pE (2.78) 
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where u1e is defined as a p,~eudovelocity by the equation 
u1 e 
ae
Similarly, the remaining rn~omentum equations can be written as 
2~2n = 2.G2n -}- d o pp — per) 
anbul nb + b~l 
2L3i = u3t -}- dt pp — p~ } 
(2.79) 
Since these formulas are similar to the velocity correction Equations 2.66 — 2.68, if the 
same steps used in the derivation of the pressure correction equation are carried out 
on the newly written momentum equations, a discretized equation for the pressure 
field is obtained as 
aPpp = aEpE -I- awpw ~- aivpN +asps ~- aTpT -I- aBpa -F b~ (2.82 
where ate, aye, aN, a,~, a~, aB, and ap are defined the same as for the pressure 
correction equation, and by is given by 
by = ~~Pul h2 h3 0x2 Oxs),,, — (pul h2h3 ~x2 Ox3~e~ 
~ ~~Pu2 hl h3 ~xl Ox3)S — (pu2 h,i h3 Oxi ax3~n~ 
+ [(Pu3 hi h2 0x1 Ox2 ~b — (pu3 hl h2 0x1 ~x2)t] (2.83) 
Since no approximations have beela made in the derivation of the pressure equation, if 
a correct velocity field is used to calculate the pseudovelocities, the pressure equation 
will yield the correct pressure field. 
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IVlomentum equation sc~~urce terms 
The source terms in the momentum equations may be separated into two distinct 
parts, those resulting from the pressure gradient and those resulting from the coor-
dinate system. The method by which these two types of source terms are separated 
in the solution procedure has been previously discussed. It will now be shown how 
these terms are integrated ;and included in the discretized equations 
Consider the pressure gradient term — ~ a in the x1 momentum equation. This ~ ~ 
term is integrated over the ~1 control volume, shown in Figure 2.2, as follows 
1 ap 
--  h1h2 h3 dx t dx2dx3
hl axl
= f f --(pE — pP) h2h3 dx2dx3
— ~T~P — pE~ ~tt2~tg 0x2 ~xg~e
~pP — pE~Ae 
(2.84) 
(2.85) 
(2.86) 
(2.87) 
to yield the pressure source term in the discreti~ed x1 momentum equation. Similar 
derivations are used to fino~ the source terms due to the pressure gradient for the 
remaining momentum equations. 
The momentum Equations 2.2 - 2.4 are non-linear, thus the convection and 
diffusion terms of the discretized momentum equations must be linearized. This is 
accomplished by lagging the coefficients. That is, the coefficients aE, Czy~, etc., are 
calculated from the values o~f the velocities at the previous iteration, u1, u2, and u3. 
The momentum equation source terms must also be linearized. This is accomplished 
in the following manner. 
' 1 ~ a~2 _ µup ~h~ ahl . 
~onSlder the term hl h~ t~l awl hl h2 a~2 a~2 in the ~1 momentum equation. 
Since this term contains the dependent variable ul , it is non-linear. This term can 
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be linearized as 
where 
s SC `~- sp?.G 1 e
1 µ au2 ailsc — ~1 ~2 h ~ axl) axe
1 ,~  a l l at~l
SP h1h2 h1h2 ax2~ axe
(2.88) 
(2.89) 
(2.90) 
The integrated ,S'c term is included in the b.~l term. l~Tormally, the integrated ,5`~ 
term is included in the coefficient ae. but according to the positive coefficient rule 
of Reference [4], S~ must not be positive. If S~ is positive, it is multiplied by the 
starred velocity ~1 and included in the bul term. 
boundary c®nd~ti®ns 
At in-flow boundaries and at boundaries sufficiently far away from any distur-
bances in the flow, the boundary velocities are set to freestream conditions. The 
normal component of the out-flow velocity is determined from a global conservation 
of mass, while the other Quit--flow velocity components are found through extrapola-
tion. wall boundary conditions are fixed according to the no-slip principle, whereby 
wall velocities are set equal to ze~:~o. At periodic boundaries, the primitive variables 
are calculated such that 
~i, jrna~,k = pi,l,k 
u li,jma~,k 
~ 2i,jma~,k 
~ 3 a,jma~,k 
- 211=,1,k 
u3 a,l,k 
(2,91) 
(2.92) 
(2.93) 
(2.94) 
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(where, for the above example, the boundaries are periodic in the j direction} . Solids 
within the flowfield are handled by efrectively "blocking-off" the afrected region. 'Phis 
is accomplished by setting a,ll velccities in the solid to zero, and setting the viscosities 
in the solid to a large enough value so as to not permit any velocities to form in the 
solid region. 
Solution of the di~creti2;ed equations 
The discretized equations foi• xxlomentum, pressure, and pressure correction are 
now a set of linear algebraic equations. Since the original governing equations are 
non-linear, they must be solved by an iterative procedure with under-relaxation. 
The method of choice for the present analysis is the Successive Line over-I~,elaxation 
(SL®I~,} method [2, 4] . This method sweeps through each line in the computational 
space in each coordinate direction. For directions with non-periodic boundaries, the 
TriDiagonal-IVlatrix Algorithm (7~'I~MA} [4] is employed to update the dependent 
variable. For directions wl'th perlodlC boundary conditions, a Cyclic Z'riDiagonal- 
1Vlatrix Algorithm (CTI)IVI~~} [6] is used. 
SII!/I~'LER, algorithm 
The SIMPLER algorithm solves the pressure equation to obtain the pressure 
field, and solves the pressure-correction equation only to correct the velocities. This 
algorithm consists of the following sequence of operations [4] o 
1. CGuess a velocity field. 
2. Calculate the coefficients and source terms of the momentum equations and 
hence calculate the pseudovelocities a~1,u2, and u3. 
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3. Calculate the coefficients and source term of the pressure equation, and solve 
it to obtain the pressure field. 
4. Treating this pressure field as p*, solve the momentum equations to obtain u1, 
u2, and u3. 
5. Calculate the source term of the pressure correction equation and solve the 
equation to find p'. 
6. Correct the velocity field by use of Equations 2.66 — 2.67 but do not correct the 
pressure field. 
7 o Return to step 2 and repeat until convergence. 
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CI-3AI'TEF~~ 3v n.EStJLTS AI~TI~ I~ISCT.JSSION 
F'or purposes Of code v.alidat:~~on, the results obtained by the present method are 
compared to a variety of published results. These results include the viscous flout 
around both atwo—dimensional circular cylinder and athree-dimensional circular 
. 
cy in er. 
T~vo--Dimensional Circular Cylinder 
The flout around atwo—dimensional circular cylinder (or a cylinder of infinite 
axial length) is One whose prope~.•ties have been well documented. These properties 
include the generation Of vortices in the proximity Of the cylinder, their convection 
downstream, and their influence On the pressure and velocity fields near the cylinder. 
In the present analysis, steady vortex generation is considered, for Which a Reynolds 
number of forty, based on diameter, Was chosen. The resulting flowfield lies Within 
the "twin-vortex stage," as referred to in Reference [7], Which includes a survey of 
hw around circular cylinders. 
In the present analysis, the flow around a circular cylinder is exarriined by three 
different methods, which shall, hereinafter, be referred to as 1Vlethod 1, IVlethod 2, 
and lo/Iethod 3. 1Vlethod 1 employs a cylindrical coordinate system in Wh1Ch scale 
factors and momentum equation source terms are computed analytically. The process 
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by which the source terms in Equations 2.2 — 2.3 are reduced and simplified can 
be found in Reference [~] . 1Vlethod 2 uses the same cylindrical grid as in the first 
method. I-Iowever, scale factors and source terms are then determined numerically, 
as if a general orthogonal grid w.as being used, and the momentum equation source 
terms are not reduced or simplified. The grid used in Methods 1 and 2 can be seen 
in Figure 3.1. Method 3 e~:nploys a general orthogonal grid which can be found in 
Figure 3.2. 
Each of these grids is a cyclic, o —type grid, with the x1 coordinate direction be-
ginning at the center of the cylinder and extending radially, the periodic ~2 coordinate 
direction encircling the cylinder, and the x3 coordinate running in a direction parallel 
to the axis of the cylinder. Each grid has dimensions of (69 x 104 x 5), with an ®cater 
boundary located at appro~~:imately 20D. The general o~•thogonal grid was generated 
by a method described in I~~eference [3], and is outlined briefly in Appendix ~. 
To approximate atwo-dimensional flow which can be compared to published 
results, the value of the fluid viscosity on the x3 boundary at both ends of the 
cylinder is set equal to zero. Thus, the conditions at these boundaries have no effect 
on the solution. The resulting solution obtained after a~~proximately 3000 iterations 
for each of the three different methods is discussed next. 
The pressure coefficient on the surface of the cylind~~r, as calculated by the three 
methods, can be seen in Figure 3.3, which also includes the experimental results of 
'Thom [9], and the numerical results of Apelt [lo] and l.~awaguti [11]. The pressure 
coefC cient Cp is defined as 
C, _ ~ p°° 
p 1 2 
2P~~oo 
(3.1~ 
It can be seen from Figure 3.3 that the pressure coefficients predicted by the present 
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methods are in reasonable agreement with those of the previous results. 'I"here is, 
however, a slight variation between_ the present and previous results near the area of 
separation. This problem r~aay be alleviated through the use of a finer grid in this 
region. 
The skin friction coeffi..cient on the surface of the cylinder is defined by the 
equation 
Cf 
1 2 
2 P~ ~~ 
wall 
where 
(3.2) 
~u2
ax1 Zu~ll 
and is shown as predicted by the three different methods in Figure 3.4. The skin fric-
tion coefFicient distribution can be seen to begin at a va:lue of zero at the stagnation 
point on the leading edge o~E• the cylinder, increase to a rr~aximum value, decrease to 
zero, and finally become negative in value. ~ negative skin friction coefficient indi- 
Cates areversed flow region. Because flow separation occurs when the shear stress on 
the wall becomes zero (or wl~ere a zero velocity gradient ~.n the normal direction with 
respect to the wall occurs, the separation point on the circular cylinder occurs where 
the skin friction coefFicient leas a value of zero. Figure 3.4 indicates a separation point 
of 122 degrees from the leading edge for each of the three present methods. These 
results compare favorably to the value of 123 degrees obtained by Kwak [12] . 
The velocity vector field, which was computed for each of the three different 
methods, can be seen in Figures ~.5 -3.7. These :plots show the development 
of a boundary layer on they surface of the cylinder. This thick boundary layer is 
typical of low l~,eynolds nurriber flows which introduce more dissipation into the flow 
by permitting a large viscous interaction with the flow upstream [7] . This results in 
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a pressure coefficient at the stagnation point larger than the expected value of 1.0. 
The plots also show the location o►f .the separation point ;~,nd a region of recirculating 
flow downstream of the cylinder. 
The separation point, recirculating region, and reattachment point are also vis-
ible in Figure 3.8, which shows the streamline patterns in the vicinity of the cylin-
der. The reattachment point for each of the three methods can be seen to occur 
at approximately 2.5D for IVlethod 1, at approximately 2.41 for l~Ieth~od 2, and at 
approximately 2.3D for Method 3. These results compare favorably to the solution 
obtained by Kwak [12], which predicts a reattachment ~~oint at 2.4.I~ do>wnstream of 
the cylinder. Pressure contours in the vicinity of the cylinder can be found in Fig-
ure 3.9. Good qualitative agreement between each of the three different methods 
is apparent. 
Shown in Figure 3.10 are the velocity magnitude contours obtained by l~/Iethod 
1, which uses a cylindrical coordinate system, and by r~Iethod 3, which uses a gen-
eral orthogonal coordinate system. It can be seen that for the cylindrical grid, the 
freestream velocity is maintained starting from the inflow boundary u~p to the area 
very near the cylinder. I-Iowever, for the general orthogonal grid, the velocity mag-
nitude differs from the freestream in areas where steed► gradients in the coordinate 
directions occur. This is clue to the fact that the scale factors in these areas (and 
elsewhere) are computed by a central difrerence formula from a given sei~ of Cartesian 
coordinates at grid center points. If the change in these coordinates From point to 
point is too large to form a smooth gradient, errors occur in the computation of the 
scale factors. These errors then propagate into all other computations of the flow. 
This situation can be remedied by placing a large number of grid points in the af-
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fected regions, or by placing these regions far away from any areas of interest so that 
they have a negligible effect on the solution. In the present analysis, it is believed 
that these regions are sufficiently far from the cylinder so as not to affect the solution 
in the vicinity of the cylind~~r. 
A grid independence study tivas conducted using I\/Iethod 3 and the results are 
reported in Figure 3.11. It can be seen that as the number of grid points is 
increased9 the solution approaches an asymptotic value, indicating that the solution 
is grid independent. 1~ typical c®n.vergence history of Method 3 is also shorn in Figure 
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3.12. The convergence of the pressure coefFcient distribution on the cylinder after 
a certain nurr~ber of iterations is shown. It can be seen that the solution converges 
to an asymptotic value after a sufficient nurriber of iterations. 
Three--Dimensional Circular cylinder 
The flow pattern generated by a solid body extending outward in the normal 
direction from a tvvo-dimensional surface, corrlmonly referred to as a j uncture flow, 
is a phen®rnena which is directly related to many aerodynamic a,pplicati®n~, one of 
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which is a wing-body juncture. A model configuration to study the basic features of 
juncture flows is a circular cylinder extending from a flat plate (Figure 3.13). As 
the flow along the plate approaches the juncture, the cylinder induces a large adverse 
pressure gradient which causes boundary-layer separation and the formation of one 
or more "horseshoe9' or "necklace99 vortices which wrap around the cylinder. 
The present analysis of a cylinder flat plate juncture follows, where possible, the 
configuration used by Visbal. [13], who employed an implicit approximate-factorization 
beam-~1Varming algorithm for the compressible Navier-stokes equations. The three-
dimensional grid is obtained by stacking identical two-dimensional grids. The two-
dimensional 0 -grid was generated by the procedure discussed in Reference [3], and 
is described in Appendix B►. ~ section of the grid in the ~ — y plane can be .seen 
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in Figure 3.14, which shows both the entire grid and the grid in the vicinity of the 
cylinder. A section of the grid in the x — z plane can be seen in Figure 3.15, which 
shows the distribution of the grid in the z direction, including a flat plate on each 
end of the cylinder, as well as an expanded view of the grid in the vicinity of the 
cylinder /flat plate juncture. 1~n orthogonality analysis was performed on the grid 
in the x — y plane, the results of which are shown in Figure 3.16. It can be seen 
that the maximum deviation from orthogonality between grid points is less than eight 
degrees. The grid is, however, assumed to be orthogonal. The three—dimensional grid 
has dimensions of (61 x 69 x 30). The inflow and outflow boundaries of the physical 
domain are located approximately twenty diameters from the cylinder. The height 
of the domain is twice that of the cylinder's diametero The cylinder extends axially 
throughout the height of the domain, and is bounded on both ends by a viscous flat 
wall. A Reynolds number of 500, based on the cylinder's diameter, was chosen for 
this analysis. A boundary layer is generated by placing the leading edge of a flat 
plate with a thichess of 0.1 D approximately ten diameters from the cylinder. 
Figure 3.17 contains the velocity vector distributions in various r — z planes, 
where r is the radial distance from the center of the cylinder. Figure 3.17a shows the 
velocity distribution in the plane of symmetry, (the ~ — z plane at ®= 0 degrees from 
the leading edge of the cylinder . It can be seen that the incoming flow is deflected 
away from the cylinder to form the primary horseshoe vortex. The saddle point (the 
location at which th incoming flow separates from the flat plate whn met by th 
reversed flow, the reattachment point, and a secondary vortex near the cylinder are 
easily identified on the plot. Figure 3.17b indicates how the location of the horseshoe 
vortex has changed in the 7~ — z plane at 8 = 45 degrees. Figure 3.17c shows that 
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Figure 3.14: 'rid section in the x — y plane 
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Figure 3.1~e Streamline contours in the plane of symmetry 
the vortex has dissipated before reaching the r — z plane at B = 90 degrees. The 
streamline pattern in the plane of symmetry can be seen in Figure 3.1 ~ o These 
contours show the location of the primary horseshoe vortex, the secondary vortex, 
and the separation and reattachment points. 
The skin friction coefficient distribution on the flat plate in the plane of symmetry 
ahead of the cylinder is shown in Figure 3.19 along with the results of ~lisbal [13]. 
The present analysis predicts a separation point at ~~D = —1.65 and a reattachment 
point at x~D = —0.56, while Visbal's results show a separation point at ~~1~ _ 
—2.0 and a reattachment point at ~~D = —0.57. Thus, even though the results 
agree qualitatively, they differ somewhat in their prediction of such quantities as the 
separation point° These disagreements can be attributed in part to the difference 
in grid size between the two analyses, Visbal's prescription of a Blasius boundary 
layer profile at the inflow boundary as opposed to the use of a uniform flow at the 
inflow boundary and the generation of a boundary layer by a flat plate in the present 
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analysis, and Visbal9s use of a compressible flow algorithm versus the incompressible 
algorithm employed in tie present ~methodo 
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CHAPTER 4. Ca►NCI~USIONS AND RECOI~I~IENDATIONS 
A method for the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in a three-
dimensional, general Orthogonal coordinate system has been presented. It is known 
that the numerical solution of a system of partial difrerential equations can best 
be accomplished when the boundaries Of the dor~nain are coincident with One Of the 
coordinate lines in the dorrlain, a situation that is easily made possible by the use of 
a general orthogonal coordinate system. 
The present analysis employed the SIlVIPl~ER algorithm to numerically solve the 
Navier-Stokes equations in athree-dimensional, general orthog®nal coordinate sys-
tem° The discretization Of the governing equations in a general orthogonal coordinate 
system and the difficulties that arise in its implementation are addressed. 
To validate the code, the results Of a number of test cases were computed and 
compared to published results. The steady, viscous flow around atwo-dimensional 
circular cylinder was computed by three difrerent methods, one in which a cylindrical 
coordinate system was used, a second in which a cylindrical grid was used but which 
computed all source terms arising from a general Orthogonal coordinate systerri, and a 
third which employed a general orthogonal coordinate system° These three methods 
were all in agreement witl-i each other and with published results, with only modest 
discrepancies. Analyses of grid independence and convergence history were also pre-
~o 
seated. The three-dimensio►aal flovv~ around the juncture of cylinder extending from a 
flat plate yeas computed. The results of this analysis were in general agreement with 
previous resu ts. 
While the results presented in the present analysis are encouraging, additioaal 
steps need be taken to further prove its accuracy. One such step is to further ana~ 
lyre the floyv around athree-dimensional cylinder /flat plate j uacture yvith a finer 
grid. This might be accomplished through the use of symmetric boundary conditions 
yvith only half the domain presently used. The present method can prove to be as 
invaluable tool if extensions to patched aad zonal grids are successful. 
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A~'PENDI~. A. a~ovER.NING FLUID FLOW EQIJ~~.TIONS 
Developr~nent of the Navier-stokes Equations f®r a ~~teady, 
Incompressible, Laminar Flow in a ThreemDin~ensional, General 
®r~thogonal Coordinate Systerr~ 
Continuity equation 
The law of conservation of mass applied to a fluid passing through an infinitesi-
mal, fixed control volume yields the following equation of continuity' [2]: 
a 
for a steady flow, in Which the flow variables are not a function of tirr.~e, the continuity 
equation reduces to: 
p e (pV) = 0 (A.2) 
If the fluid is incompressible, the density is constant, and p can be eli~xiinated from the 
above equation. I-Iovvever, in order that the governing equations r~iay in the future 
be incorporated into compressible flout equations, the density will be treated as a 
variable in the equation developments that follow. 
~. 
~'he velocity vector V~ and the vector operator ®can be written as: 
-~ 
= ulel ~ u2e2 `~ ~3~3 (A.3) 
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and 
~ — 
e1 
~ 
~2 ~ e3 
~ — -~   -~-
~L1 ~~1 j22 ~~2 ~3 ~x3 
(A.4) 
so that when Equation A.2 is expanded and written in divergence form, the result is 
Equation 2.1, the continuity equation in general orthogonal coordinates. 
l~/Iornentum equati®ns 
Newton's second law applied to a fluid passing through an infinitesimal, fixed 
control volume yields the following momentum equation [2] : 
~t ~(P~)~
®•PTV =P.f-~®®IIZ~ (A.5} 
For a steady flow with negligible body forces, the momentum equation reduces to 
where 
N 
~®I42~ _ D e ~— pI -}- T, 
N 
_ —~I•~~p—~~~•I~-}-psT 
N N 
The term I ®® pin the above equation is equal to the gradient of p, while ® ~ ® I 
reduces to zero for general. orthogonal coordinates. Therefore, the momentum equa-
tion reduces to the following equation: 
~~ 
®•PVC _ —®p-~-®•T (A.9} 
where 
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for an incompressible flow, both ®• V and ~ e ~V reduce to zero. Thus, the 
momentum equation can now be written as follows: 
~~ 
~~ • pV V = — Op -4- ~ • ~µ~V~ (A.11) 
Once again, p and ~ will be treated as variables in the developments that follow, for 
the reasons mentioned previously. 
In order to expand Equation A.11, each term in the equation will be evaluated 
~~ 
separately, then substituted back into the equation. The term ®• pV V can be written 
as 
-~ -► e 1 ~ e 2 ~ e 3 ~ --, --, 
~ • pV V =   -~   -f-   • pV V 
IZ1 O`~~1 ~22 0`1x2 ~L3 (~x3 
where the tensor pVV is equal to 
putul p~1~2 pulu3 
pV V — pu2~1 pu2~2 pu2u3 
pu3u1 p~3u2 p~3u3 
The pressure gradient term, ~7p, is expanded to the form 
--, 
The tensor ~®V is written as 
~®V 
e1 o~p e2 ~p e3 o~p 
~21 ~x1 ~2 ~x2 h3 C7x3 
~1 ~ ~2 C~ e3 ~ —   --}-   ~. 
~1 axl h2 ~x2 ~3 ~x3 
A11 Al2 A13 
~21 A22 ~23 
A31 A32 ~33 
® (ul~l ~ u2e2 + u3e3} 
(A.12) 
(Ael3) 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
(A.16) 
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where 
A11 
Al2 
~13 
~21 
~22 
~23 
A31 
A32 
~33 
~ ~u1 
h1 (~x1
~u2 
h1 ~x1
,~ au3 
h1 ax1
~u1 
h2 0`x2
/~ au 2 
h2 ~x2
~u3 
h2 ~x2
~ul 
h3 (~x3
f,G 0~2~2 
h3 C~x3
~ ~~3 
h3 ~x3 
~,Gu2 o~h1
~  ~ h1h2 ~x2
~~1 ~hl 
h1 h2 ~x2 
flul ahl
h1 h3 O x3
f u 2 ~ h2
hl h2 ~x1
~u1  ah2 
~ ~ h1h2 ~x1
~u2  ~~2 
h2 h3 ax3
~u3  ah3 
hl h3 ax1
µ~3  ~h3 
h2 h3 ~x2
~u1  ~h3 
~  ~ hl h3 ~x1
The expression D m (µ~V) can now be written as 
®• ~~~V~ el (~ e2 O ~3 ~ ~ h ~x hl ~xl h2 ax2 3 3 • 
~u3  ~h1 
h1h3 O~x3
~u3 ~h2 
h2h3 ~x3
~u2 ~h3 
h2h3 (~x2 
A11 Al2 A13 
A21 ~22 A23 
~31 ~32 ~33 
~a.17) 
~~.18) 
(A.19) 
(A.20) 
(A.21) 
(A.22) 
(A.23) 
(A.24) 
(A.25) 
(A.26) 
B substitutin E cations A.12, A.14, and A.26 into Equation Aoll, then expanding y g q 
and re roc in the terms, the three scalar rnornentum equations, which correspond g p g 
to the coordinate directions, are formed. These are given by Equations 2.2 — 2.3. 
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A.P1'~I~TI)IX B. GRID GEI~~RA~IOI~T 
the present analysis employs the approach suggested by Ryskin and Leal [3] 
for the generation of an orthogonal grid. Z`his rriethod uses a "covariant" Laplace 
equation to generate the transformation functions x(x1, ~2) and y(xl , x2). 
Since x and y are Cartesian coordinates in space, they are linear scalar functions 
of position. "I`herefore9
®2x = 0 
~ 2y = Q' ~8.2~ 
rI'he ®2 operator can be expressed in any coordinate system if the metric tensor g is 
known. The metric tensor is defined as 
where 
9 _ ~~-1~T~ J-1~ 
a~ a~ 
awl a~2
ay ay 
a~l~ a~2
~8.3~ 
~8.4~ 
in t~vo dimensions. The rr~etric tensor then determines the properties Of the resulting 
coor hate system. 
For any physical problem being considered, there are m degrees of freedom (m 
= 2 in two dimensions) in choosing the mapping functions x(xl, x2) and y(xl, x2). 
5~ 
®ne may then impose m constraints on the metric tensor to ensure that a number of 
desired properties are included in the coordinate system. 
one constraint would ~be to set the non-diagonal elements of g► equal to zero. 
This will ensure that the resulting coordinate system will be orthogonal. for a two—
dimensional problem, this l~~aves one constraint, and results in a metric tensor of the 
form T 
9= 
hi 0 
0 h2 
~'he remaining degree of freedom may then be used to set a constraint on the 
~8.5~ 
scale 
factors hl and h2i or their ratio f (xl , x2) - h2 /hl . 
Equations B.1 and B.2 can now be written in the xl ,x2 coordinate system by 
using the relations 
and 
® 2 = 
1 a 
jal h2 axl
This yields the generating equations 
g~2 = 0 (B.6) 
h2 a a 
hl axl + ax2 C h2 ax2 ~ J ~B.s~ 
a ax a ~  ax 
axl f axl + a~2 f  axe = o ~8.9~ 
y y a a a Ia 
axl f axl + ax2 fax2 = o B.~o 
whose solution provides the transformation from Cartesian coordinates x, y to a gen- 
eral orthogonal coordinate system xl, ~2. 
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Two different methods may be used to impose the remaining constraint on 
f (x 1,x2) . The "strong constraint'.' method specifies , f (x 1,x2) completely through-
out the xl , x2 domain. The shape of the domain is then determined as part of the 
solution. The "weak constraint" method specifies aone-to-one boundary correspon-
Bence between the Cartesian and general orthogonal coordinate systems, and must 
be used if the shape of the domain is prescribed from the beginning. The present 
analysis employs the weak constraint method, which shall be described further. 
The weak constraint n.Zethod uses the remaining degree of freedom to specify 
f (xl , x2) explicitly on the bboundary. The values of ~(x1, x2) in the interior of the 
domain are then found by solving Equations B.9 and B.10 in an iterative procedure, 
which follows: 
1. Choose an initial guess for x(xl , x 2 ) and y(xl , x2), thus obtaining an initial 
guess for f (xl , x2)• 
2. Using this f (xl , x2 ) and the Dirichlet boundary conditions for x(xl, x2 ) and 
y(xl , x2), calculate new values of x(~1, x2) and y(xl , x2 ) from Equations B.9 
and B,10. 
3. Calculate new scale factors from the new x(xl , x2) and y(xl , x2 ;► distribution. 
4. Calculate new values of f (xl , x2) for the entire domain. 
5. Go to step 2. and repeat until convergence. 
once the process has converged, a mapping between the Cartesian coordinates x, y 
and the general orthogonal co®rdinate system in x1, x2 will have bee~1 obtained. 
